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THE SHAPE OF THE 
MISSIONAL CHURCH
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THE SHAPE OF A MISSIONAL CHURCH (1)

• A community that has an Apostle like, Holy Spirit filled enthusiasm for Christ.

• Without a love for Jesus, we have a cold heartless legalism – and evangelism will be motivated 
by guilt, fear, and fame – but not love.

• What made the disciples so contagious? They encountered Jesus (Acts 4:19-20). People should 
be able to see we have been with Jesus (In his Word, filled with his Spirit)

• Good evangelism requires more of the Word. Rosaria Butterfield writes, “If we lack Bible 
fluency – we can't communicate biblical knowledge.”

• Prayer! Prayerlessness is the greatest enemy of the Church (See LD 48)
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THE SHAPE OF A MISSIONAL CHURCH (2)

• A community that understands the current culture and times

• South Africa is changing! How?

• We are a sight driven culture. We live in a day where people listen with their eyes

• We need to be salt and light

• REMEMBER: You may be the only “Bible” that someone reads.

• Mission in the past Believe, behave, belong

• Mission today: Belong, believe, behave
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THE SHAPE OF A MISSIONAL CHURCH (3)

• A contrast community of believers

• Kraemer: “The more established and at home in this world the church feels, the more it is in 
danger of being the salt that has lost its savour”

• It is unlike anything the world expects, but everything that it is looking for.

• Some contrasts

• A community of justice in an unjust world

• A community of generosity in a world of selfish consumerism

• A community of joy and thanksgiving in a hedonistic world that pursues pleasure

• A community of sacrificial love in self-centred, individualistic age.
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THE SHAPE OF A MISSIONAL CHURCH (3) CONT.

The early church broke down the barriers…between rich and poor, male and female, slave and 
free, Greek and Barbarian, creating a confounding “sociological impossibility.” A potent “gospel of 
love and charity” was exercised toward the poor, orphans, widows, sick, miners, prisoners, slaves 
and travellers. The exemplary moral lives of ordinary Christians stood out against the rampant 
immorality of Rome . . . Christians exhibited chastity, marital faithfulness and self-control in the 
midst of a decadent, sex-saturated empire. Generosity with possessions and resources, along 
with simple lifestyle, marked their lives in a world dominated by accumulation and consumption. 
Forgiving love toward each other and toward their enemies witnessed to the power of the 
gospel. The lives of the believing community, nursed and shaped by the biblical story, enabled 
them to live as resident aliens, as lights in a dark world. (Pages 124–5; emphasis added)
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THE SHAPE OF A MISSIONAL CHURCH (4)

• A covenantal reformed community

• The family has been destroyed in our society.

• The covenant does not just contrast the reformed community from the world, but it shows 
the family is a conduit of holiness, love, grace, and forgiveness through Christ!

• Live covenantally and invite people in your home!

• The reformed person believes in the Power of God unlike any other! They also believe in the 
sinfulness of man unlike another! Therefore, on both fronts we have the greatest motivation to 
share the gospel. We understand the need of humanity and the power God!
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THE SHAPE OF A MISSIONAL CHURCH (5)

• A church community that is a light to the community

• What is our reputation in the community? Good, bad, indifferent?

• Are we known as the “Dutch church”

• Our Christian witness in the community depends on how we walk during the week with 
Christ or against? And how we are engaged in our neighborhood.

• Side note: A new survey says that nearly 100% of visitors will visit the website before coming.
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THE SHAPE OF A MISSIONAL CHURCH (6)

• A community that has an effective theology of suffering…
• Winston Bosch “We have been tricked. We have been deceived in believing a Christianized version 

of the prosperity gospel where our comfort is supreme.” It is NOT! Christ is! The lie: That we live 
to avoid suffering and pursue comfort!

• “In the secular view, suffering is never seen as a meaningful part of life but only as an interruption.” 
(Keller, 26)

• If we do not have a theology of suffering and are unable to identify with suffering sinners, it is hard 
to be a missional church.

• Butterfield: If you really want to put the hands of the suffering and the lost into the hands of our 
savior, you need to stand close enough to get hurt.”
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THE SHAPE OF A MISSIONAL CHURCH (6) CONT.

“Christianity teaches that, contra fatalism, suffering is overwhelming; 
contra Buddhism, suffering is real; contra karma, suffering is often 
unfair; but contra secularism, suffering is meaningful. There is a 
purpose to it, and if faced rightly, it can drive us like a nail deep into 
the love of God and into more stability and spiritual power than 
you can imagine.” (Keller, 30)
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THE SHAPE OF A MISSIONAL CHURCH (7)

• A community of believers who are willing to share their testimony

• We must be able to share not just the faith, but OUR FAITH!

• People want authentic Christian, not a seminary theological lesson. People want to know what 
difference will it make? So what?

• What difference had faith in the Lord Jesus made in your life?

• Write it down. Thank God! Share it with the world.

• Psalm 51 is a great rubric.
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THE SHAPE OF A MISSIONAL CHURCH (8)

• A church community with well trained leaders

• The pastor cannot carry the vision alone in becoming a light to Bellville.

• Eph 4:12

• Are you growing? are you being trained?

• The Church is not only a hospital for sinners, but training ground for soldiers!

• Paul says follow me as I follow Christ the leaders must lead by example…
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THE SHAPE OF A MISSIONAL CHURCH (9)

• A community that is rooted in ancient traditions and relevant to contemporary ears

• A recent survey says that the churches that are growing quickest hold to “Conservative 
theology.” – Ancient Traditions!

• Is the church welcoming from car to door to pew?

• Is the dress pleasing to God, and not alienating to the unchurched.

• Is worship followable – albeit it strange to people belonging to a foreign kingdom.

• Will the newcomer connect with at least some of the songs, as they grow in the richness of 
the Psalms?
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THE SHAPE OF A MISSIONAL CHURCH (10)

• A hospitable Community
• Isaiah 57:7-8; Romans 12:13; Matthew 25:34-40

• A reflection of what Jesus does… overly hospitality
• “We come to Christ with nothing—we bring nothing useful for our own salvation.”

• “Jesus dined with sinners, but he didn’t sin with sinners. Jesus lived in the world, but he didn’t live like 
the world.This is the Jesus paradox.

• “Let God use your home, apartment, dorm room, front yard, community gymnasium, or garden for 
the purpose of making strangers into neighbors and neighbors into family. Because that is the 
point—building the church and living like a family, the family of God.” (Butterfield)

• Are new people invited to homes, and bible studies?
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A MISSIONAL CHURCH COMMUNITY…

1. …Has apostle like Holy Spirit filled enthusiasm for Christ

2. …Understands current culture and times.

3. …Is a contrast community

4. …Is covenantally reformed

5. …Is a light to Bellville

6. …Has a theology of suffering

7. …Shares their testimony

8. …Has well trained leaders

9. …Is grounded in ancient traditions while being contemporary

10. …Is a hospitable community
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FACING A TASK UNFINISHED…

We bear the torch that flaming
Fell from the hands of those
Who gave their lives proclaiming
That Jesus died and rose
Ours is the same commission
The same glad message ours
Fired by the same ambition
To Thee we yield our powers

We go to all the world
With kingdom hope unfurled
No other name has power to save
But Jesus Christ The Lord

O Father who sustained them
O Spirit who inspired
Saviour, whose love constrained them
To toil with zeal untired
From cowardice defend us
From lethargy awake!
Forth on Thine errands send us
To labour for Thy sake
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